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Abstract 

Post-colonialism has two distinct but often intersecting meanings. First, states and 

societies which underwent the historical experience of decolonization in the mid-to-late 

twentieth century are often described as 'post-colonial'. Second, post-colonialism (often 

without the hyphen!) is also taken to refer to a body of scholarly work which is often seen 

to have been inaugurated with Edward Said's Orientalism (1978), and has proved highly 

influential across a large number of disciplines in the humanities and social sciences. 

Post-colonial theory, especially in the field of history, often takes the form of critical re-

flections on colonial modernity in different societies. In this session, we shall use 'post-

colonialism' in a looser sense, to denote both the historical experience of decolonization 

and the specific forms of thinking and discourse this experience has given rise to. In or-

der to understand this, we shall focus on a deceptively simple text, The Colonizer and the 

Colonized by Albert Memmi, a French writer of Jewish-Tunisian origin. This text was 

published in 1957, in the middle of an upsurge in anti-colonial movements across the 

world. We shall use Memmi's text as an entry point into the lived experience of colonial 

domination, and also discuss the relationship between the ideas put forward in this text 

and the later field of postcolonial theory 'proper'. 

Keywords: psychology and psychoanalysis, colonialism 
 

Scientific Deliberation and Prac-

tical Wisdom―Exclusive Skills? 

In the history of ancient Greek 

thought the question of how to live a 

livable life is the principal arouser of 

those who dedicate time to think about 

the meaning and sense of the human 

being and his place in the universe1. 

Greek poets and philosophers observed 

that in the empirical world everything 

changed and nothing was eternal. But 

the experience of pure contingency 

dominated by luck turns human exist-

ence into a senseless occupation. 

It seems that our daily life, in or-

der to make sense to us, needs to be 

grounded in a meta-comprehension of 

the functioning of the universe2. We 

try to interpret our surrounding and 

comprehend, as far as possible, the 
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causes and effects of natural events. 

Through our different rational skills we 

try to make the world a better and safer 

place. But the question remains how far 

a life can and how far it should be con-

trolled through the power of reason. Is 

there another way of dealing with inse-

curities and fatal happenings rather 

than the pursuit of rational self-

sufficiency? Maybe a good life is more 

open and vulnerable to external influ-

ences. 

If we inquire into ancient Greek 

thought, we observe that the desire for 

self-determination is always a vivid 

sense of love for the openness of em-

pirical humanity. Although ancient phi-

losophy tried to transcend plain human 

knowledge and elevate itself by imitat-

ing the divine science, it never had the 

illusion of being in complete posses-

sion of an absolute and universal wis-

dom. 

Aristotle insisted with great em-

phasis on the limits of human 

knowledge. In his physics, metaphys-

ics, politics and ethics, he questioned 

over and over again where human wis-

dom starts, where it ends, and where 

ignorance begins. The main question 

that guided his works was how 

knowledge can be reliable and still be 

beautifully human. Although in the 

Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle invites 

us to “immortalize” (athanatizein), he 

adds an important detail: we should try 

to “assimilate the gods as much as pos-

sible” 3 Aristotle (350 BC) . The divine 

wisdom is an ideal that guides the hu-

man being and elevates his human 

opinions (brotōn doxai): it is a regula-

tory principal and not a constitutive 

quality. We should try to imitate the 

divine science but never have the illu-

sion to possess it completely. Aristotle 

offers an intellectualism of the limits 

and not a triumphant rationalism. Alt-

hough the highest state of being is the 

contemplation of universal and eternal 

wisdom, our human condition ties us to 

live in the mortal part of the universe 

and interact with the changes and inse-

curities of contingency. 

Our daily decisions cannot be 

taken by scientific knowledge 

(epistēmē). Although in ancient Greek 

thought the world of the human being 

and its creations (technē) was always in 

an intimate relation with the objective 

contemplation of nature (epistēmē), to 

differ between the right and the wrong, 

another faculty of the human mind was 

needed4. To give a reflexive response 

to contingency and to act correctly in 

the correct moment (kairos), the an-

cient Greek citizen appealed to his 

phronésis, the human virtue by excel-

lence. 

The meaning and function of 

phronésis have their origin in the an-

cient tradition. In the Homeric litera-

ture, the verb phronein refers to an in-

tellectual process of abstraction. The 

empirical knowledge, proceeded from 

the phrenes (the organ of aspiration), is 

digested and processed into universal 

knowledge, but never alienated from its 

physical and emotional contents. In the 

Hippocratic literature, phronein refers 

to “think healthily”. The condition of 

phronésis is an organic balance, origi-

nated by strict nutritional prescriptions. 

Certain healthy habits avoid the states 

of excess (hyperbolē), proper to an in-

sane mind eager to challenge the gods, 

and maintain the state of temperance 

(sōphrosynē). Phronésis is the practical 

wisdom guided by our common sense 
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of avoiding excess. To live a good life, 

one has to be conscious of the exact 

measurement of his proper limitations 

and the infinite distance that separates 

him from the gods. It is through this 

path how we should interpret the Del-

phic formula gnōthi seauton: “know 

your fingertips, your limits” and not 

“know yourself, your true essential be-

ing”. 

The popular wisdom of ancient 

Greek thought has its expression by 

excellence in the Greek tragedy. The 

tragic hero learns his limits by commit-

ting acts of hybris (arrogance). He 

learns from his errors by suffering. The 

chorus is especially sensible to the 

right and the wrong in the speeches of 

the antagonists and encourages the 

practical wisdom of the phronésis: 

A good judgement (phronein) re-

sults in 

the most important part of happi-

ness: 

And it is also advisable to not 

commit acts of impiety, 

at least that what is in considera-

tion of the gods. 

Because immoderate reasoning 

of the arrogant 

is punished with immoderate 

blows send by the gods, 

and by suffering they will learn at 

old age to be wise (phronésis ). 

The phronésis protects us in our 

ambition and remembers the beauty of 

our humanity and vulnerability as a key 

to happiness. During the last centuries, 

the scientific knowledge (which the 

Greeks considered divine) has in-

creased enormously and made us 

“competitors with the gods”. But the 

development of our knowledge in the 

eyes of the tragic poets is a risky busi-

ness: the higher the human ambition 

the deeper the fall. The ancient Greeks 

continually asked themselves if they 

should strive for everything that is in 

their reach. The practical wisdom 

helped them to remember the limits of 

being mortal, connecting them with 

their humanity, emotions and feelings. 

Maybe we could take the ancient 

phronésis as a footnote for our scien-

tific investigation. Only when we are 

completely human we can digest cor-

rectly objective information. It is a 

misconception to assume that real 

knowledge can only be achieved by 

pure objective contemplation. To un-

derstand a scientific dilemma we need 

to connect ourselves with the theoreti-

cal question. Our subjective associa-

tions make us more open to the dilem-

ma and help us in giving an answer al-

together. It makes us slow-thinkers and 

instead of giving a quick ready answer 

we first connect our feelings and values 

with the objective knowledge: we feel 

and think something personal about it. 

But the input of our complete subjec-

tivity requires spunk: we can no longer 

evade our personal responsibility, at-

tributing the consequences of our deci-

sions to the determinism of the un-

breakable chain of cause and effect. 

Our phronésis made us personally in-

volved with the risks and failures of the 

scientific investigation. 

2. The Will―An Unneeded Fac-

ulty? 

In the history of ancient Greek 

thought, we observe an absence of an 

absolute dichotomy between practical, 

empirical and concrete knowledge 

(phronésis) and theoretical, immaterial 

and abstract knowledge (nous). Alt-

hough the ancient philosophers wanted 
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to distinguish the intellect from the 

senses, the popular interpretation of 

noein as a “seeing clearly” and “being 

alert” remained an essential connota-

tion during Greek antiquity. The Ho-

meric conception of the living human 

being as a whole of flesh and spir-

it6 influenced the philosophical con-

ceptions. Even the dualistic thinkers, 

like Parmenides, Pythagoras and Plato, 

could not radically separate the pure 

cognitive intuition from the sensitive 

impression without contradictions. In 

the Aristotelian thought, nous is con-

ceived as the highlight of the cognitive 

process of abstraction and apprehen-

sion (dianoia), it is the moment of 

complete comprehension: the intellect 

receives the enlightenment in a “block” 

of knowledge and no deliberation is 

needed. 

In the ancient Greek world the in-

tellectual knowledge had a social func-

tion. In archaic and classic thought 

there is no rigid dichotomy between the 

“Self” and the “Other”. The Greek citi-

zen never conceived his individuality 

as a separate being alienated from his 

community: it is the sense of together-

ness that gives him a personal value. 

The metaphysical conception of limits 

has a natural extension in the contin-

gency of socio-political spheres. In an-

cient Greek societies Ethics and Poli-

tics were conceived as inseparable 

knowledge areas: the individual virtues 

needed the community to practice and 

were meant to serve the common good. 

The task of philosophy was to educate 

the citizens in practicing their ethical 

en political skills. The Greek citizen 

gained awareness of his individual eth-

ical being through his awareness of the 

limits of the universe, guarded by gods, 

destiny and social structures. 

In archaic and classic thought, 

Self-consciousness is not the result of 

introspection, but the natural conse-

quence of living and dealing with the 

insecurities of the surrounding. The 

wise man is not a closed and self-

reflecting intellectual being, but an 

open and practical deliberator. His de-

cisions are guided by experience and 

common sense. He is vulnerable to ex-

ternal influences and his actions are co-

motivated by factors he does not de-

termine. But instead of controlling the 

insecurity of luck and the determina-

tion of destiny, he accepts the uncon-

trollable as an essential part of his deci-

sions. He knows that interiorizing the 

unchanging is the first step of dealing 

with it. 

The Homeric hero is a good ex-

ample of how the ancient Greeks con-

ceived their place and extension in the 

universe. It is a commonplace in the 

philosophical literature to conceive the 

Homeric man as a passive marionette 

predisposed by the gods. This progres-

sive interpretation7 (Snell, 

1946) denies that the characters of ar-

chaic poetry had a personal conscience 

or sense of autonomy and due to this 

absence they express a primitive, inco-

herent and childish moral. The main 

argument of the “progressive” scholars 

is that the Homeric hero was not able 

to distinguish between the subjective 

and objective reality and therefore he 

did not have a consciousness or a free 

will. Both faculties (the consciousness 

and the voluntas) are conceived by this 

tradition as the essential constitutive 

conditions of an ethical agent: an indi-

vidual capable of taking personal re-
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sponsibility for his actions. But the Ili-

ad and the Odysseus give plenty of ex-

amples of moments of daily autono-

mous decisions in the battlefield, intro-

spection, reflection and individual and 

social responsibility8. 

To interpret the history of 

thought as a linear progressive evolu-

tion results in simplifying the complex-

ity of reality. In archaic and classic 

thought the notion of freedom9 does 

not evolve from a state of predestina-

tion to a state of absolute self-

sufficiency; nor does the notion of des-

tiny develop in this linear direction. 

Necessity is never conceived as abso-

lute, omnipotent and universal, but as 

flexible and open to divine decrees, 

changes of luck and human actions. In 

ancient Greek thought the notions of 

freedom and necessity are conceived as 

prenotions open to external and internal 

influences. Destiny is represented as a 

distributive instance that designates the 

limits and functions of every living be-

ing10. But the limits assigned to the 

human being are not absolute and ir-

revocable. The only limit that cannot 

be transgressed is the condition of mor-

tality. The rest of the predestinations 

are open to possible changes. The idea 

of freedom was not considered as abso-

lute either. The inner autonomy is con-

ceived as the acknowledgement of des-

tiny and the determination of our inner 

attitude. We cannot change necessity, 

but we can change how we interpret 

and face the 

unchangeable11 (Aeschylus, 458 BC) . 

This interpretation of the human 

action as co-motivated and limited by 

external and internal forms of necessity 

was common in ancient Greek thought. 

Instead of a radical rupture between 

archaic and classic thought we observe 

continuity in the conception of the hu-

man inner life. Aristotle imbeds a great 

part of his philosophy in the archaic 

tradition and conceives the human will 

as a vulnerable faculty. In De anima, 

the philosopher conceives the voluntas 

as a rational desire (boulēsis) and not 

as a faculty with full autonomy from 

reason and appetites. The boulēsis of 

Aristotle needs external and internal 

impulses to motivate the process of vo-

lition and defines itself very differently 

from the Augustinian voluntas12. Au-

gustine conceived the human will as a 

completely autonomous faculty, reduc-

ible to its own self-determination and 

uniquely responsible for the actions it 

commands. 

But this free and infinite will 

does not only raise a host of unsolvable 

paradoxes -like the reduction to an al-

ienated and arbitrary power which has 

nothing to do with all that makes us 

human-; but is also susceptible to be-

come dogmatic and insensible. The Ar-

istotelian point of view of the human 

will, seems far more reasonable than 

the Augustinian “fetishised” voluntas. 

Aristotle conceives the human will as a 

process of interaction with external and 

internal impulses and as its auto-

correction by reason: 

Beyond these again is the appeti-

tive part (orektikón), which in both def-

inition and capacity would seem to be 

different from them all. And it is surely 

unreasonable to split this up; for there 

is will (boúlēsis) in the calculative 

(logistikōi), and desire (epithymía) and 

passion (thymos) in the irrational part 

(alógōi); and if the soul is divided in 

three, appetite (órexis) will be found in 

each13(Aristotle, 350 BC) . 
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It draws attention that: 1) The 

appetitive part of the soul (orektikón), 

although differentiated in definition 

and potential, does not act autono-

mously from the cognitive faculties. 2) 

The appetitive part of the soul consti-

tutes a whole that receives the general 

notion of desire: órexis. 3) This general 

notion of órexis is proper and specified 

by the different faculties of the soul, in 

the case of the calculative/rational part 

(logistikōi) its appetitive correlate is 

what Aristotle calls boulēsis. 4) The 

boúlēsis is originated in the rational 

part of the soul and is defined as a ra-

tional desire (the general órexis): 

That which moves, then, is a sin-

gle faculty: that of appetite. If there 

were two movers, mind (nous) as well 

as appetite (órexis), they could produce 

movement in virtue of common charac-

teristic. But, as things are, mind is nev-

er see to produce movement without 

appetite―for will (boulēsis) is a form 

of appetite, and when movement ac-

cords with calculation (logismón), it 

accords also with choice 

(boúlesin)―but appetite (órexis) pro-

duces movement contrary to calcula-

tion (logismón); for desire (epithymia) 

is a form of appetite (órexis).14 

We could describe the boulēsis of 

Aristotle as an external “motionless 

motor” (the desired object, orektón), 

that claims the attention of the intellect 

(and/or from the senses) and arouses a 

movement of attraction to the desired 

object. Both the intellect and appetite 

act like an internal “mobile motor”, 

originating the movement of volition. 

But this duality of motion can cause 

conflict: 

Now appetites may conflict, and 

this happens wherever reason (lógos) 

and desire (epithymia) are opposed, 

and this occurs in creatures which have 

a sense of time-for the mind (nous) ad-

vises us to resist with a view on the fu-

ture, while desire (epithymia) only 

looks to the present; for what is mo-

mentary pleasant and absolutely good, 

because desire cannot look to the fu-

ture-. Thus while that which causes 

movement is specifically one: the fac-

ulty of appetite qua appetitive 

(orektikón)15, or ultimately the object 

of appetite (orékton)- for this, though 

unmoved, causes movement by being 

thought of or imagined-, the things 

which cause movement are numerically 

many. 

The experience of what we call 

freedom lies in this conflict between 

the desires originated in the intellect 

(bouléseis) and the desires originated in 

the sensitive faculties (epithymia), alt-

hough both reducible to the same 

pulsional movement (oréxis). We ob-

serve that the will in Aristotle is a pro-

cess of volition and not an autonomous 

faculty. This process of retro-

alimentation between external impulses 

and internal reactions has nothing to do 

with the unexplainable auto-movement 

of the Augustinian voluntas. In the 

works of Aristotle the direction of the 

process of volition depends on the ca-

pacity of the intellect to rationalize and 

auto-correct the direct impulses of the 

appetite. The possibility of auto-

correction opens a margin of freedom 

in the process of volition. In the Aristo-

telian interpretation of the human voli-

tion, the will becomes a superfluous 

faculty predisposed by reason and de-

sire. 

We could ask ourselves if the Ar-

istotelian interpretation of the boulēsis, 
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as a “needless” power of the soul, is 

not more plausible than the Augustini-

an version of the voluntas. Maybe the 

Aristotelian version could ease the 

general “malaise” of occidental modern 

society, guided by the false belief that 

the infinite power of the will is the 

promise to happiness. Perhaps rethink-

ing our freedom as the capacity that we 

have to correct and redirect our imme-

diate appetites, we could accept the 

vulnerability of our personal happiness. 

Acknowledging that a good will is not 

sufficient to live a good life and that 

goodness depends on numerically fac-

tors that are not in control of our voli-

tion, we could open a new horizon to 

social responsibility. Instead of spend-

ing our energy in procuring systems of 

domination for everything we consider 

a threat to our personal freedom, we 

could have more time to create a good 

life, open to interact with the uncon-

trollable: our violent passions, the ac-

tions and desires of others, the changes 

of contingency, luck and destiny. 

3. Katharsis―A Footnote for the 

Lucid and Robust Contemporary State 

of Mind? 

Aristotle gives a place of honour 

to tragedy in the education of young 

citizens, attributing to its motivational 

and cognitive value. The philosopher 

conceives tragedy as a key to living a 

good life (eudaimonia): it shows char-

acters in action, and a good life is made 

by good actions. No state of character 

is by itself sufficient for happiness. The 

value of tragic action consists of show-

ing us that there can be a gap between 

being good and living well. The tragic 

plots explore this gap between what we 

are (our character, intentions, aspira-

tions, values, etc.) and how humanly 

well we manage to live. The theatre is a 

source of public instruction and genu-

ine learning. The answer that the tragic 

poets give to the question of why a 

good character is not always effective 

in action, is that an intervention of luck 

(tychē) or/and destiny (moira) has tak-

en place. The tragic hamartia occurred: 

a mistake in action was done in some 

sense by oneself and yet not outgrowth 

of a settled defective disposition of 

character. The notion of hamartia refers 

to a variety of going wrong that do not 

result from an established badness but 

from the intervention of bad luck. The 

spectator feels pity for mistakes in ac-

tions and he fears to repeat the same 

errors and suffer the same disastrous 

consequences as the tragic hero on 

stage. 

Pity and fear are the two tragic 

emotions that educate the citizens. 

Practicing our pity, we practice our 

vulnerability and openness to the suf-

fering of the other. If we believe our-

selves secure in our possession of the 

good life, we suppose that what hap-

pens to others cannot possibly happen 

to us and the sufferings of others do not 

arouse pity. We observe how the con-

sciousness of our human fragility is an 

essential condition to feel compassion. 

We pity Agamemnon because the cir-

cumstances forced him to kill his own 

daughter, something deeply repugnant 

to his own and our ethical commit-

ments. Taking care of our response of 

pity we can learn more about the vul-

nerability of our own deepest values 

and commitments. 

Fear is the emotion the spectator 

feels when he is afraid of sharing the 

heroes’ fate. Fear is a sense of our pas-

sivity towards events in the world we 
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cannot prevent or control. Responding 

to fear, one develops a richer self- un-

derstanding concerning his attachments 

to security and control. 

By feeling our emotions we can 

give them a place. Rational contempla-

tion is not by itself sufficient to digest 

emotions and learn something from 

them. We can clear our beliefs and at-

tachments through emotions. Aristotle 

defines the social function of tragedy 

not as a rational purification in which 

the soul is freed from troubling influ-

ences of sense and emotion, but as a 

clarification through emotions. Aristo-

tle is aware that sometimes emotions 

can mislead and distract our right deci-

sion, they can disturb the idea of meas-

ure and seduce us to commit acts of 

hybris, but they can also give access to 

a deeper level of our self to values that 

have been concealed beneath the de-

fensive ambition or rationalization. Pity 

and fear are not just tools of a clarifica-

tion of the rational state of the soul. 

Pity and fear are themselves essential 

elements in an appropriate practical 

perception of a situation; they are a part 

of our phronésis. Aristotle conceives 

tragedy as an emotional katharsis: 

Tragedy is, then, a representation 

of an action that is heroic and complete 

and of a certain magnitude (…). It rep-

resents men in action and does not use 

narrative, and through pity and fear it 

effects relief to these and similar emo-

tions16 (Aristotle, 335 BC) . 

The tragedy, through pity and 

fear, accomplishes a katharsis, a clari-

fication concerning experiences of the 

pitiable and fearful kind. Aristotle sus-

tains that we can educate our emotions 

by digesting them. The rational con-

templation is not sufficient to under-

stand which emotions are needed to 

live a good life and which ones should 

be avoided. Although it is safer to 

avoid violent emotions and stay in a 

lucid and untouchable rational state of 

mind, an apathetic heart is inhumanly 

closed and unable to feel compassion 

and forgive the mistakes of others. 

Nowadays the idea of being a 

person without emotions is promoted 

by different “schools of life”. We 

should contemplate our emotions as if 

they were passing clouds. The concep-

tions that emotion does not constitute 

the essence of the human being and 

that suffering is a choice, are inspired 

on the Platonic vision of the pure and 

rational soul. This way, if a person’s 

character is good (completely rational), 

the person cannot be harmed in a seri-

ous way. And when a person is 

harmed, it is his own fault: he does not 

want to be guided by rationality. Alt-

hough emotions can be dangerous and 

absorbent, without them we lose all our 

humanity and practical wisdom 

(phronésis). Maybe we can ask our-

selves if the emotional katharsis that 

offers tragedy is not a necessary foot-

note for the ataraxia, the untouchable 

state of mind that many of us yearn for. 
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